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		Tanning Tablets Without Sun – Discover How You Can Get a Tan Without Lying Outside and Being Exposed to Potentially Harmful UV Light!
	

	
	
		For a long time the only way to get a good tan was to lie outside and let the sun’s rays bathe your body.

Then scientists developed sun beds, which allow people to get sun tans inside, and then spray on tans, which aim to give people the appearance of a tan without actually having to spend the time outside or in a tanning bed.

Well, now there is a new evolution in the tanning process – an innovative development that might just make everything that has come before it obsolete.



Why? Now you can get tan with tanning tablets without sun.

That’s right, you don’t have to lie outside. You don’t have to lie in a tanning bed. All you have to do is regularly take safe, natural tanning pills like our own HAI brand and your skin can get darker.

Of course, when it comes to tan tablets some work better than others. To help ensure you get your money’s worth, we have written this article.

Best Tanning Pills Without Sun

The best tanning pills that work without the sun are HAI – and here’s why:

We use only the safest, most effective natural ingredients. These ingredients, which include copper, PABA and L-Tyrosine, work together to stimulate melanin production in the body. Melanin is the pigment which makes our skin darker.

In other words, you can now get a tan without going out in the sun!

This is important because UV Light from the sun and from sunbeds can be very damaging to the skin.

In fact, prolonged exposure to UV Light can lead to wrinkles, sun spots and even skin cancer.

If you want a golden brown tan, without the risk of damaging your appearance or your health, HAI Tanning Tablets are the answer.

We use only the purest ingredients to ensure you are able to get a golden brown tan in as little time as possible.

HAI Tanning Pills Also Come With Additional Benefits Other Than Giving You That Sun-Kissed Look

Users have reported that the tan tablets also helped them lose a few pounds. Users say the formula makes them feel fuller so they eat less.

HAI Tanning Tablets have also been reported to thicken and strengthen hair, make nails stronger and even help improve a person’s memory.

It’s all due to the various benefits of HAI Tanning Pills’ natural ingredients, which have a range of positive effects on the human body.

Tanning Pills Without the Sun

Still, the major benefit we are talking about in this article is the fact that HAI Tan Tablets will allow you to get a tan without lying in the sun.

You’ll save time and you’ll also avoid the mess that comes with using sunscreens and suntan lotions.

Depending on the weather, trying to lie outside and get a tan can be very frustrating.

Clouds or rain can delay your tan and make you devote more time to being outside when you could be doing other things like spending time with family or pursuing a hobby.



Also remember, when you are outside there are bugs that you may have to deal with and, of course, the heat that comes with summer sunbathing.

Our HAI Tanning Tablets allow you to avoid all these hassles and go straight to having darker skin.

The tanning pills work in a mere matter of weeks or even just a few days depending on how your body reacts to the ingredients.

Best of All, You’ll Avoid Skin Damage

Have you ever seen photos of men and women who used to spend a lot of time in the sun before we knew about UV Light’s damaging effects?

They always have rough, wrinkled, leathery-looking skin … but now you can avoid the negative impact of sunlight with HAI Tanning Tablets.

And sun beds are even worse than sunlight most experts believe. The concentrated light from sunbeds can cause skin damage even faster.

Look what the Skin Cancer Foundation has to say about them:

“No matter what you may hear at tanning salons, the cumulative damage caused by UV radiation can lead to premature skin ageing (wrinkles, lax skin, brown spots, and more), as well as skin cancer. In fact, people who first use a tanning bed before age 35 increase their risk for melanoma by 75 per cent!”

HAI Tanning Tablets work without the sun or sunbeds, allowing you to get a dark tan safely – and people won’t be able to tell the difference!

You can even tell those that ask that you got your tan while on holiday if you want! It’ll be totally up to you.

What About Spray On Tans?

We mentioned spray on tans earlier but the truth is they are not a very effective solution to getting a tan without the sun.

There are a lot of negatives that come with spray-on tans, like:

	Many give your skin an orangish tint that looks fake. HAI Tanning Pills give your skin a golden brown tan, which is what everybody is after.
	Spray on tans can be messy. If you are not careful they can rub off on your clothes, ruining them.
	Spray on tans can also streak on your skin which will make you even more self-conscious about your unrealistic looking tan.


In comparison, HAI Tanning Tablets come with no major side effects. The formula is easy on the stomach and the natural ingredients, as we mentioned, produce a number of positive effects in the body.

When one considers the dangers of UV Light and all the negatives that come with lying outside or using a sunbed, there is really only one choice for your next tan …

HAI Tanning Tablets!

We believe there really is no better way to get a great-looking tan – and our tan tablets will allow you to get that tan without the sun!

	


	

		
	




		
		About Us
		

				We absolutely love tanning and how it can change your appearance for the better. The trick is to get that tan as safely as possible without jeopardizing your health along the way. Hai is the ultimate tanning resource where you can learn about all aspects of tanning.
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